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Next Spring, more than 100 university teams from 
around the world will travel to Rochester,  
Tennessee, and California to compete in Baja SAE 
competitions. Teams will compete in static events 
that judge the functionality and producibility of 
their cars, as well as dynamic events, culminating 
in a four-hour endurance race. The vehicles will be 
pushed to their limits through large jumps, muddy 
terrain, tight turns, and more.

WHAT IS THE BAJA
SAE COMPETITION?

The Baja SAE team is the first step in establishing 
an automotive sector at NYU. Baja SAE is a way 
for students of various backgrounds and skills to 
come together to explore innovation, invention, and 
entrepreneurship. From incorporating advanced 
mechatronics to applying composite materials, our 
team is at the forefront of the automotive industry. 
Baja SAE is also committed to engaging more  
women in STEM and offers students workforce  
development and training to promote successful 
careers.

WHY NYU TANDON 
MOTORSPORTS?

Baja SAE is an 
intercollegiate   
competition in 
which teams  
design and  
build an off- 
road vehicle to  
endure the harsh  
conditions of 
rough terrain. 
Each team is  
competing to  
have their design 
accepted for  
manufacture  
by a fictitious  
firm. Baja SAE  
brings the next  
generation of  
engineers 
together from 
across the globe 
for an invaluable 
learning 
experience.

EVENT HISTORY



DESIGN TEAM WORKING IN THE NYU TANDON MAKERSPACE MANUFACTURING TEAM AT DASH 7 SHOP

JIMMY LAUCHOY
MEDIA LEAD

KAYLEE DUNNIGAN
COMPOSITES LEAD

ZACH RUSKIEWICZ
ELECTRONICS LEAD

DANIAL AHMED
DRIVETRAIN & BRAKES LEAD

ALLY CARLTON
STEERING LEAD

YASHA DURBIN
MANUFACTURING & SUSPENSION LEAD

BILAL OZAIR
CO-FRAME LEAD

DARREN YIP
CO-CAPTAIN & CO-FRAME LEAD

SHAYAN KHAN
HEAD OF ENGINEERING

AMANDA ZHOU
HEAD OF OPERATIONS
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“NYU Tandon Motorsports  
has made massive strides 
in giving students a quality 
hands-on experience, making 
them very desirable for the  
competitive workforce.”CO-FOUNDER & TEAM CAPTAIN

MARCUS CHEUNG

OUR CAPTAIN:
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SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY
MARCH

JUNE

RECRUITMENT

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT BEGINS

TESTING & QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

MANUFACTURING

OCTOBER 15
ERGONOMICS DESIGN LOCK

NOVEMBER 30
FRAME DESIGN LOCK

DECEMBER 1
DRIVETRAIN DESIGN LOCK
SUSPENSION DESIGN LOCK

JANUARY 1
FULL CAD ASSEMBLY & DESIGN LOCK

APRIL 11 - 14
BAJA SAE TENNESSEE TECH

JUNE 6 - 9
BAJA SAE ROCHESTER
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Weight
W x L x H
Engine
Differential
Transmission

505 lbs
5’2” x 6’10” x 5’ 

Briggs & Stratton 19 
Dana-Spicer FNR-12

CVTech

Max Power
Max Speed
Chassis Material
Body Panel Material

10 HP
30 mph

SAE 4130N
Carbon Fiber

STATS

DESIGN GOALS 1. LIGHTER CAR

2. OPTIMIZED PERFORMANCE 

3. CUSTOM GEARBOX AND 
SUSPENSION GEOMETRY

4. INNOVATIVE USE OF  
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

The Baja SAE team has decided to push 
the bar higher this year and aim for a 
new and more advanced design. We’ve 
learned from last year’s mistakes and 
implemented these goals.



FRAME &
ERGONOMICS

TENNESSEE

ROCHESTERR&DSUSPENSION

BRAKES

TOOLS
ELECTRONICS
MEDIA & BUSINESS

TESTING
SAFETY

REGISTRATION

DRIVETRAIN

STEERING

THE BUDGET

Baja SAE at NYU operates on  
an annual budget of $25,000.  
With the expansion of our  
team into Testing, Research &  
Development, and competing  
in an additional competition, 
we’re looking for more help 
than ever this year.

WAYS YOU COULD DONATE
Money
Your monetary donations will not only 
allow us to create the best possible car, 
but also help us grow our team at NYU.

Products
Your donation of world-class products, 
tools, and materials will allow us to 
advance our car and skill to the top of 
the competition.

Guidance
As professionals working in the 
automotive industry, you have invaluable 
experience that we could learn from.

Resources
As a relatively new team, we can greatly 
benefit from the temporary use of your 
workspaces and tools, not only to work  
on our car but also to learn alongside you.

PERKS
• Tax deduction

• Connecting with over 50,000 undergraduate 
and graduate students at NYU

• Company advertisement, both on the car and 
on the NYU Tandon Motorsports website

• Promoting women in STEM

• Forming early relationships with potential 
future employees

• Aiding in the advancement of the automotive 
industry through student research and 
experimentation



WOMEN IN MOTORSPORTS 

THE IMPACT OF BAJA

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

This year is our most inclusive yet. With our new  
classification as a Vertically Integrated Project (VIP)  
at NYU Tandon, we’re now able to open our team to  
accommodate more members than in previous years.  
In addition, our Women in Motorsports initiative  
is introducing women at Tandon to the world of  
automotive engineering and encouraging participation 
in the field. The initiative involves collaborating with 
many women-oriented student clubs on campus and 
hosting trainings for our student members such as in 
microaggressions and male allyship.

The Baja SAE team is committed to applying the  
latest cutting-edge technologies to our car. The  
Research and Development team takes this  
commitment one step further by tackling projects  
that focus on the future of the team. These projects 
may not be implemented in the current season,  
however, in the long run, will prove extremely useful. 
Current projects include researching carbon fiber 
wheels and an electronic CVT. The range of projects 
will allow the team to promote steady growth and 
stay at the front of the pack.

Baja SAE helps build the skills necessary to succeed 
in a professional setting. Members experience every 
stage of the design process, from cost analysis to  
manufacturing, as well as the stress and thrill of  
competition. Generally, students work in subteams  
to develop individual components for the car. Other  
areas outside of engineering include developing the 
business pitch and creating media content. Baja SAE 
also works with institutions such as the Society for the 
Advancement of Material and Process Engineering to 
provide guidance for the team and prepare students 
for careers in engineering.



TANDON.MOTORSPORTS@NYU.EDU

/COMPANY/NYUTANDONMOTORSPORTS

/NYUTANDONMOTORSPORTS

@NYUTANDONMOTORSPORTS

6 METROTECH CENTER 
BROOKLYN, NY 11201


